Abstract. This paper presents a language modeling approach to the sentiment detection problem. It captures the subtle information in text processing to character the semantic orientation of documents as "thumb up" (positive) or "thumb down" (negative). To handle this problem, we propose an idea to estimate both the positive and negative language models from training collections. Tests are done through computing the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the language model estimated from test document and these two trained sentiment models. We assert the polarity of a test document by observing whether its language model is close to the trained "thumb up" model or the "thumb down" model. When compared with an outstanding classifier, i.e., SVMs on movie review corpus, language modeling approach showed its better performance.
Introduction
Traditional attention to document categorization lies in mapping a document to given topics such as sport, finance and politics [4] . Whereas, recent years have seen a growing interest in non-topical analysis, in which characterizations are sought of the opinions and feelings depicted in documents, rather than just their themes. The problem classifying a document as "thumb up" (positive) or "thumb down" (negative) is called sentiment classification. Labeling documents by such semantic orientations would provide succinct summaries and would be great useful in many intelligent information systems. Its immediate applications include mining webs and blocking junk mails.
Sentiment classification has become a hot direction for its broad applications, which has been attempted in different domains such as movie reviews, product reviews, and customer feedback reviews [1] [2] [6] [8] . Some researchers have taken positive or negative word/phrase counting methods into account and determining if a word/phrase is positive or negative [9] . Other methods classify whole documents into positive and negative by employing machine-learning algorithms. Several learning algorithms are compared in [2] where it found that Support Vector Machines (SVMs) generally give better results. Their work shows that, generally, these algorithms are not able to achieve accuracies on sentiment classification comparable to those reported for standard topic-based categorization. The reason exists in many challenging aspects in this task. Intuitively, feelings in natural language are very often expressed in subtle and complex ways, which usually needs knowledge to deal with. This paper presents a language modeling approach to analyze documents as positive or negative, which emphasizes on suitably estimating the "thumb up" and "thumb down" language models from training sets, and evaluating a test document represented with a language model via its distance from the two sentiment models. We also try SVMs, a powerful discriminative model, for this sentiment analysis.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Our method is formalized in Section 2. Section 3 follows with a description of preliminary experiments, and section 4 gives the conclusion. Note that this paper discusses an ongoing work and provides the framework of our idea and initial results, rather than a complete solution.
Language Modeling Approach to Sentiment Classification
In this section, we propose a language modeling approach to detecting semantic orientation in document. The motivation is very simple: the "thumb up" and "thumb down" languages are likely to be substantially different, i.e. they prefer to different language habits. We exploit this divergence in the language models to classify test document.
The "thumb up" orientation is represented with a positive language model P θ that is a probability distribution over n-grams in positive collection. Accordingly, a negative language model N θ represents the language model for "thumb down" orientation.
A test document generates a language model
Note that a language model is a statistical model: probability distribution over language units, indicating the likelihood of observing these units in a language. Therefore a document can then compare its model with "thumb up" or "thumb down" model using distance mechanism:
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Where Dis(p,q) is the distance between two distributions p and q. This formula expresses the classifying idea that if ϕ θ θ equals to zero, the test document is regarded as "neutral", but this case has not been discussed in our work. Next subsection, we exploit the Kullback-Leibler Divergence as the distance measure.
Using Kullback-Leibler Divergence for Sentiment Classification
Given two probability mass functions ( ) p x and ( ) q x , ( || ) D p q , the Kullback-Leibler divergence (or relative entropy) between p and q is defined as
It is easy to show that ( || ) D p q is always non-negative and is zero if and only if p q = . Even though it is not a true distance between distributions because it is not symmetric and does not satisfy the triangle inequality, it is still often useful to think of the KL-divergence as a "distance" between distributions [3] . Formally, the KLdivergence between probability distributions
Where θ is the estimated model for the real θ and
is the probability of n-gram given the estimated model θ .
Once we have a language models to represent test document and a score based on its distance to the two sentiment language models, we classify the test document as "thumb up" or "thumb down". Finally, substituting equation (3) into equation (1) we have a new sentiment classifying function:
In this study, we only employ word-based unigrams and bigrams as model parameters. Because of the data sparseness problem, higher order n-grams (n >= 3) have not been discussed, even if the higher order n-grams might approximate the true language model in theory. But it is possible to use n-grams of higher orders in the same framework. In general, the computation of the above formula involves a sum over all the ngrams that have a non-zero probability according to
However, when θ is based on certain general smoothing technique, the computation would assign a nonzero probability to unseen n-gram according to . We also observe the smoothing effect in language modeling of sentiment.
Estimation for Model Parameters
Usually, the real language models ( P θ and N θ ) are unknown. They are estimated by training from two available collections labeled with "positive" and "negative" to obtain ˆP θ and ˆN θ , respectively. ˆd θ has the similar meaning.
For investigating the ability of language modeling approach, we use two methods to estimate the unigrams and bigrams distribution: <1> the Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE); <2> the smoothing estimation for these three language models.
MLE for Unigrams and Bigrams
MLE is used widely for model estimate, so we directly give the formula (5) and simply analyze it as follows. 
What we have to explain in (5) is the "s", which can represent a test document (d), the "thumb up" collection (P) or the "thumb down" collection (N). The #( ) n gram − denotes the n-gram occurring times in corresponding collection (d, P or N), and "*" denotes any word. The meanings of these characters are fixed in the rest of this paper.
The maximum likelihood estimate is an unreasonable one when the amount of training data is small compared to the model size. It is clearly inaccurate to assign zero probability to unseen n-grams. The smoothing describes techniques for adjusting the maximum likelihood estimate to hopefully produce more accurate models.
Dirichlet Prior Smoothing for Unigram
Dirichlet Prior smoothing [10] [12] is a linearly interpolated method to the problem of zero probabilities and suitable for unigrams smoothing. Its purpose is to address the estimation bias due to the fact that a document collection is a relatively small amount of data with which to estimate a unigram model. More specifically, it is to discount the MLE appropriately and assign non-zero probabilities to n-grams not observed in collection. In terms of unigram model, the smoothing estimation is
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Where Pr ( | " ") w s γ is the smoothed probability of w seen in the collection represented with "s". Pr ( | ) ML w C is the whole corpus ( C ) language model based on MLE, and s α is a coefficient controlling the probability mass assigned to unseen words, so that all probabilities sum to one. In general, s α may depend on "s". In this study, we exploit the following smoothing formalization,
and
Although Dirichlet Prior smoothing is valid in many NLP tasks, in the sentiment classification of movie review corpus, it only give slight improvement to simple MLE (see the experiment section).
Kenser-Ney Smoothing for Bigram
Kneser and Ney [5] have introduced an extension of absolute discounting where the lower-order distribution that one combines with a higher-order distribution built in a novel manner. To their consideration, a lower-order distribution is a significant factor in the combined model only when few or no counts are present in the higher-order distribution. Following Kneser-Ney smoothing, Stanley F. Chen and Joshua Goodman [10] mathematically motivate Kneser and Ney's algorithm by selecting the lowerorder distribution such that the marginal of the higher-order smoothed distribution match the marginal of the training data. Then the Kneser-Ney smoothing performs best compared with other smoothing techniques when given different conditions [10] .
To a bigram model, Chen et al select a smoothed distribution Pr KN that satisfies the following constraint on unigram marginals for all w i :
The left-hand side of this equation is the unigram marginal for w i of the smoothed bigram distribution Pr KN , and the right-hand side is the MLE of w i found in the training data. Therefore, to our smoothing, we assume that the bigram model has the form given in Equation (10),
. (10) In equation (10), D is the fixed discount from observed bigrams and 
Document Set and Experiments
Turney [7] [8] found movie reviews to be the most difficult of several domains for sentiment classification task, reporting an accuracy of 65.83% on a 120-document set (random-choice baseline: 50%). Herein lies the reason we chose movie reviews for study, and our data source was the Internet Movie Database (IMDB) archive of the rec.arts.movies.reviews newsgroup that is adopted in Pang's work [2] . The datasets selected only reviews where the author rating was expressed either with stars or some numerical value. Ratings were extracted and converted into one of two categories: positive (thumb up) and negative (thumb down).
To avoid domination of the corpus by a small number of prolific reviewers, the corpus imposed a limit of fewer than 20 reviews per author per sentiment category, yielding a corpus of 1000 negative and 1000 positive reviews, with a total of more than a hundred reviewers represented. Note that all these original documents were preprocessed by stemming and stop-word removal in our work.
We designed two experiments to investigate SVM and our method. The first was to select the most suitable kernel from linear, polynomial, RBF and sigmoid kernels for sentiment classification. The second was to compare the performance between our method and SVMs. In order to see fair play, all the following experiments selected the features based on word unigrams and bigrams occurring more than 2 times in the 2,000 reviews. The value of a feature is its appearing number.
With respect to the two experiments, we split the 2000 movie reviews into 1200 training samples (600 positive and 600 negative) and 800 test samples (400 positive and 400 negative), and they were both evaluated in average accuracy based on 3-fold cross validation.
SVMs Experiment
We extracted two kinds of input feature sets for SVMs, i.e., unigrams and bigrams.
The following experiments compared the performance of SVMs using linear, polynomial, RBF and sigmoid kernels, four conventional learning methods commonly used for text categorization. We used Joachim's SVM light package [11] for training and testing, and other parameters to different kernel functions set to their default values in this package. This experiment aimed at seeing which one is more suitable for the sentiment detection problem. The best results on the two feature sets come from the SVM using linear kernel. Our language model based method is compared with the SVM using linear kernel.
Language Modeling Approach Experiment
We evaluated the language modeling approach described in section 2 on IMDB collections. As mentioned above, we used unigrams and bigrams models for evaluation. Table 2 is the experiment result. Uni-DP (the smoothed unigram model) performed the best globally on unigrams features set in Table 2 , which achieved an average significant improvement of +7.57% compared to the best SVM result. What surprised us is that the simple Uni-MLE could also perform better than SVM-Uni did. On the other hand, the experiment on bigram features showed that the best result of language modeling approach (Bi-KN) was close to the result of SVM and the performance of Bi-MLE was poor. With respect to the effect of smoothing technique: <1> Dirichlet Prior smoothed unigram model with parameter u set to 450 (In our experiment, the best result appeared when we set u = 450). Uni-DP performed well for the sentiment classification task but it only slightly improved the performance of Uni-MLE (+2.57%). Although the model based on MLE was inherently poorly estimated, it was not clear that the simple model must be smoothed since the improvement was limited. This phenomenon let us consider that it might be better to find a way of paying more attention to some sensitive concepts to achieve better performance for sentiment classification. <2> Kneser-Ney method smoothed bigram model based on an absolute discount idea, and it did great contribution to estimate a better bigram model leading to a significantly better result than MLE (+19.77%). It obtained the comparable performance to SVM. The reason might be depicted as: in theory, the higher order n-gram model readily approximates the true language model, but for data sparseness, a powerful smoothing mechanism could provide apparent contribution.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new method based on language model for sentiment classification. With respect to this generative sentiment classifier, we represent the "thumb up" and "thumb down" semantic orientation with their corresponding language models estimated from positive and negative collections. When classifying a test document, the distances of its language model from these two sentiment models are compared to determine its sentiment class.
Compared with SVMs, we might conclude as follows in terms of our experimental results: to sentiment classification, when training data is limited, the smoothed low order model, i.e., the unigram model can globally do the best. On the other hand, smoothing technique does great contribution to higher order model that can also achieve comparable performance to SVMs.
The experiments showed the potential power of language modeling approach in this task. We demonstrate that our generative sentiment classifier is applicable by learning the positive and negative semantic orientation efficiently in the supervised manner. This seems to indicate the promising future of language modeling approach for the sentiment detection problem. On the other hand, we stress that the approaches we use are not specific to movie reviews, and it should be easily applicable to other domains when given training data.
The difficulty of sentiment classification is apparent: negative reviews may contain many apparently positive n-grams even while maintaining a strongly negative tone, and the opposite is also common. All classifiers will face this difficulty. To the language modeling approach, our future work will focus on finding a good way to estimate better language models, especially the higher order n-gram models by introducing semantic link between n-grams.
